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About This Game

SharpShooter3D is a first-person subculture shooter in the best old school traditions.
Burn! Destroy! Kill! Kill! Kill!

When corrupt politicians look only for their own benefit, marginalized drug addicts go crazy, and the world consumes insanity,
only the maddest madmen can stop this nightmare.

Seemingly ordinary trip to the neighboring country South-Slovenko ended for our heroes with unbelievable and brutal
consequences.

When the best friend becomes an enemy, and the main villain becomes you yourself and blood flows like a river, someone will
definitely have to answer the main question -

Who is behind the awakening of ancient evil and is there still a chance for humanity?
Welcome to the world of Sharpshooter3D.

Welcome home!
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It's an interesting romp, despite what i've heard about who the developers are ideology-wise, however it gets a bit unfair at some
points... and i do mean really unfair. I reccomend it to anyone who wants an interesting experience.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
antifa but i like this game. if you like games that look like this... this is for you, mate.. I really can't stress what an incredible
cultural artifact this game is. Can't get past level two how do you pickup weapons,
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